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First Consumer Credit Test Case decided in 
Bank’s Favour
For many banks, the number of claims under the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (the ‘CCA 1974’) 
has grown dramatically in recent years. These disputes often involve customers arguing every 
conceivable point including some extremely novel ones. Banks regularly perceive the points 
to be without merit meaning claims are strongly defended. For banks adopting this approach, 
the High Court’s decision in McGuffick v The Royal Bank of Scotland plc [2009] EWHC 2386 
(Comm) (‘McGuffick’) will come as a welcome vindication.

INTRODUCTION

Because a large number of consumer credit claims started in Chester, the presiding judge, His 
Honour Judge Halbert, referred a number of cases (including McGuffick) to the Commercial 
Court for determination as a test case. The facts were agreed meaning the hearing, which took 
two days, solely considered legal arguments. 

THE FACTS

Put shortly, Mr McGuffick entered into a fixed sum loan agreement (the ‘Agreement’) on 3 
October 2005. The Agreement was regulated by the CCA 1974. Mr McGuffick stopped paying 
the monthly payments and The Royal Bank of Scotland plc (the ‘Bank’) served a default notice 
under section 87(1). Mr McGuffick did not remedy his breach so the Bank terminated the 
Agreement and demanded the balance. 

Following termination, Mr McGuffick’s solicitors wrote to the Bank and made a request for 
information under Section 77 and enclosed the statutory fee of £1. The Bank could not find a 
copy of the Agreement so wrote to Mr McGuffick’s solicitors saying it would not enforce the 
Agreement but added that Mr McGuffick should continue to make payments. If he failed to do so, 
the Bank said it would tell credit reference agencies (‘CRAs’). 

Later, the Bank found a copy of the Agreement and sent it to Mr McGuffick’s solicitors but forgot 
to enclose a signed statement of account (required by Section 77(1)). To allow the issues to be 
determined by the Court, the Bank did not remedy this breach before trial.

THE PROCEEDINGS

Mr McGuffick’s solicitors, MJP Justice Limited, issued proceedings for a declaration that 
the Agreement was unenforceable because of non-compliance with Section 77 of the CCA 
1974 (this allegation was abandoned by the time of trial) and sought various injunctions and 
mandatory orders either preventing the Bank from referring Mr McGuffick’s default to CRAs or 
requiring the Bank to either remove or amend the data provided.

THE ISSUES

The Court had to determine the following issues arising out of the CCA 1974:

• the effect of an agreement being unenforceable and, in particular, whether it meant that 
Mr McGuffick had a liability to the Bank or whether that liability had been extinguished;

• the meaning of the word “enforcement” under the CCA 1974;

• whether, during the period of unenforceability, any of the actions taken by the Bank 
amount to “enforcement” contrary to Section 77(4); and
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• whether Mr McGuffick was entitled to an injunction preventing the Bank from reporting 
his default to CRAs or a mandatory order requiring the Bank to mark, beside the entry, 
that the Agreement was unenforceable.

THE DECISION

In an emphatic judgment, the Court decided that:

• the purpose of reporting to CRAs is to promote financial lending: reporting did not amount 
to a “coercive tool to persuade [debtors] to pay the outstanding amount of the loan”;

• taking the authorities as a whole, the effect of unenforceability is that the Bank’s rights 
and Mr McGuffick’s liability or obligation existed but was unenforceable: they were not 
extinguished;

• reporting of Mr McGuffick’s default did not amount to enforcement, nor did:

• reporting to the CRAs without telling them that the Agreement was unenforceable;

• publishing or threatening to publish Mr McGuffick’s personal data concerning his 
conduct of the Agreement to third parties;

• demanding payment from Mr McGuffick;

• issuing a default notice;

• threatening legal proceedings;

• instructing a third party to demand or seek payment; or

• bringing proceedings.

• the claim for injunctive relief and mandatory orders failed in light of the Court’s 
finding on the word “enforcement”.

It is interesting to note that the Office of Fair Trading’s draft guidance on Sections 77 to 79 of 
the CCA 1974 took an entirely different view on the meaning of “enforcement”. Whilst stating 
that the OFT did not “consider that it would be helpful to give guidance at this stage as to 
the meaning of enforceability” it later notes that “enforcement goes beyond enforcement by 
obtaining a court order and includes the following acts: (a) demanding earlier payment of any 
sum (b) recovering possession of any goods or land and (c) treating any right conferred on the 
debtor by the agreement as terminated, restricted or deferred.” It seems likely the guidance will 
need to be reviewed in light of McGuffick.

OTHER ISSUES

The Court considered other issues commonly argued by customers and their solicitors, namely 
whether the Bank’s actions of passing information to CRAs amount to:

• an unfair commercial practice contrary to the Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading 
Regulations 2008: this was rejected by the Court which noted that these criminal 
Regulations created no civil cause of action; 

• a breach of the First Data Protection Principle: this was also rejected by the Court because 
of its finding that reporting to CRAs does not amount to enforcement; and

• circumstances giving rise to a finding of an unfair relationship under Section 140A of 
the CCA 1974: this was also rejected in light of the Court’s findings on the meaning of 
enforcement.



SUMMARY

For many customers, the decision in McGuffick puts a serious dent in their prospects of 
success. In particular, unless and until the customer amends his or her statement of case, 
large parts of it or even the whole of the claim may be summarily determined under Rule 24.2 
of the Civil Procedure Rules 1998 (the ‘CPR’) or struck-out under CPR Rule 3.4(2). To increase 
the costs pressure on customers (who are often backed by after the event insurance), robust 
letters should initially be considered inviting claims for injunctive relief to be discontinued with 
the customer paying the bank’s costs. If necessary, appropriate applications may be made. 
McGuffick should also help banks defend the increasing number of harassment claims under 
the Protection from Harassment Act 1997.

For customers wishing to protect their position against an adverse credit rating, there seems 
little option in light of McGuffick but to maintain payments even if there is a judgment that the 
agreement is unenforceable. It seems likely that such advice may, firstly, discourage customers 
to pursue such claims, secondly, reduce the appetite of after the event insurers (particularly 
if many are facing substantial adverse costs orders from current litigation) and, thirdly, be 
unpalatable for claims management companies.

FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information on this article, or for advice with any of the matters raised or any other 
issue arising out of consumer credit law, please contact:

Russell Kelsall
Associate
T: +44(0)113 284 7265
F: +44(0)845 458 2913
E: russell.kelsall@hammonds.com
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